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Nonlinear domain-wall dynamics in the quasi-one-dimensional ferromagnet FeClq(pyridine)2 is studied

by Mossbauer and susceptibility experiments. In particular, the influence of doping with nonmagnetic im-

purities is considered. In the interpretation of the experiments the predictions for classical sine-Gordon

solitons are compared with those for quantum-mechanical magnon bound states in the S 2 discrete

hing-type ferromagnetic chain.

In recent years the application of the soliton (domain
wall) concept to solid-state physics has become of increasing
importance. To complement rapid theoretical develop-
ments, experimental studies using different probes are
called for. In this connection, quasi-one-dimensional (1D)
magnetic systems offer quite promising possibilities. '

In a previous Letter, we have shown that relaxation
phenomena observed in the Mossbauer spectra of Fe2+ an-
tiferromagnetic chains with Ising-type anisotropy could be
unambiguously explained by the propagation of m domain
walls along the chains. In the presence of these, the flip-
rate I „of the electron spins becomes proportional to the
product n, v, of wall density n, and average wall velocity
v, .3 4 The hyperfine interaction between the nuclear and
electronic spins of the Fe atom gives rise to highly
broadened Mossbauer absorption lines as soon as I„be-
comes of the order of the nuclear Larmor frequency coL, , the
broadening disappearing for I „&)coL, or I „&&co~. Since
n, u, ~ exp( —E,/kit T), where E, is the wall creation energy,
the wall propagation should lead to a contribution to the ap-
parent Mossbauer linewidth (I') that increttses exponentially
as the temperature is lowered, as was experimentally veri-
fied in our previous work. In theory the broadening should
reach a maximum for I „=eel. , and decrease exponentially
again at low enough temperatures, a fully magnetically split
spectrum appearing for I „&&cuL, . This effect was not seen
in the previous experiment, due to the occurrence of 3D
magnetic order between the chains, which blocks the wall
propagation and thus "switches off" the line broadening.
In the present study we cover the whole relaxation process
by doping the chains with very small amounts (c ( 1%) of
nonmagnetic Cd ions, which is known to reduce drastically
the value of T,. Evidently, the shorter average length of
the chain segments in the doped systems may also affect the
wall dynamics, 5 which was an additional reason to perform
this study. Furthermore, the presently investigated com-
pound FeC12py2 (py=NCsHs) is a quasi 1D ferromagnetic
quantum chain, as distinct from the previously investigat-
ed antiferromagnetic chains. This is of importance, since
the dynamics in ferromagnetic Ising-type systems has a dif-
ferent origin than in the antiferromagnetic counterparts.
Lastly, we confront the classical sine-Gordon (SG) descrip-
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FIG. 1. Magnetic powder susceptibility for pure FeC12py2 com-

pared with theory for the ferromagnetic S=
2 Ising chain (solid

curve).

tion of the nonlinear excitations with its extreme quantum
analog: the S= Y Ising-type chain, in order to study the
quantum-mechanical effects.

We have performed Mossbauer experiments on pure
FeC12py2 and on material doped with Cd concentrations
c =0.47% and c =0.94%. The pure compound is reported
to be 3D ordered at 4.2 K, with the ferromagnetic chains ar-
ranged in an antiferromagnetic array. From our own mag-
netic susceptibility (X) experiments (Fig. 1), the ordering
temperature is determined as T, = 6.6 +0.3 K. For the
doped samples, T, is estimated to be T, =3.0+0.5 K and
T, =2.0 20.5 K for c=0.47% and c=0.94% (also from X

data).
The S= T Ising behavior at low temperatures ( T( 30 K), which is due to a pseudodoublet ground state of

the Fe2+ electronic spin, is confirmed by the behavior of
X( T) in Fig. 1. The data are compared with theorys for the
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S = T Ising chain with Hamiltonian

~= —2J, X (S~S;+)+gpsH S )

&g = (Ng ps /2J, )K exp(2K) (la) 0/ PUl'

&q = (Ãg pB / J,) [tanh(K) + K cosh 2(K)], (lb)

where K= (J,/2ksT) and from which we have calculated
the powder susceptibility X~=(X~~+2Xq)/3. The fit yields
J,/k=25 t2K with g=6.6, the latter value being taken
from the saturation moment of 3.3p, ~. In Fig. 2, typical
Mossbauer spectra are shown for the c=0.47% sample.
The entire process of increasing and decreasing l is now
seen to occur at temperatures far above T, =3.0 K, since
the spectrum is fully hyperfine split at about 5 K, whereas
for T & 8 K the I of the quadrupole doublet is equal to the
instrumental resolution. The temperature dependence of l
deduced from the spectra is plotted in Fig. 3.

In analyzing our results in terms of SG solitons, we start
from the classical spin Hamiltonian with isotropic exchange
and orthorhombic anisotropy terms:

l/)

E
E—0.6

~0./

~ 0.6

~FC= x [ —2JKIK~+t+ 2 (St)2 D(Si)2] (2)
I I I

~sG= Ep df ~ II'x+ IJr + 2~2 sj
2c)

(3)

For J & 0, D & 0, A & 0, and D » A, this would approxi-
mately describe the ferromagnetic chain under investigation.
Within the continuum approximation, the Hamiltonian (2)
can be transformed into its SG form: '
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FIG. 3. Experimental linewidths vs inverse temperature. Solid
lines are discussed in the text. Spectra were fitted with a superposi-
tion of eight Lorentzian lines.

Here, W is t~ice the angle the spins make with the z axis in
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the easy plane. A wall corresponds to a rotation over 180'
of the spin and is a m. soliton (Bloch wall). The energy scale
parameter Ep, the wall energy E„ the maximum wall veloci-
ty cp, and the soliton rest mass m, are given by
E = JS/2, c$ =4AJS Eg=(2DJ)' S and m'=D/J,
respectively. The' solitons propagate with mean velocity
v, = co/'(4m, EO/AT)'~~, following the classical thermal dis-
tribution. " Since v, ——I m/s, the wall passes a lattice site in
about 10 "s, i.e., very much shorter than coL

' ——10 s.
The internal structure of the wall will be unimportant, and it
is the average time between two passages of a m soliton that
will determine l „.' ' ' As discussed in Ref. 2, the excess
Mossbauer linewidth Al arising from the spin fluctuations
caused by the soliton dynamics will be given by
Al =A~~S~~(k, coL, ), where S~~(k, coL, ) is the parallel dynami-
cal structure factor of the Ising system, coL, the average nu-
clear Larmor frequency, and 3[I a constant depending on
the hyperfine interaction. As argued by other investiga-
tors, one may expect S~~(k, cuL, )=I'J(col. +I'„). Here,
I =4n, v,/Mais the f.lip-rate of the electron spin. For
Hamiltonian (3) it is expressed as

I'„=m '(E,/Eo) co exp( —E,/ks T) (4)
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FIG. 2. Mossbauer absorption spectra for the c =0.47% FeC12py2
sample at different temperatures. Solid lines represent fits to the
Blume and Tjon relaxation model.

As in the previous article the spectra were analyzed assum-
ing Lorentzian line shapes and taking an average
coL =10 Hz, which we derived from the hyperfine splitting
pattern at low temperatures ( T ( 5 K). The resulting
values for I are those plotted versus I/T in Fig. 3 for the
three compounds and are compared with results for
I = I p+ Al, where AI" is calculated below. From this figure
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the 3D ordering and the accompanying sudden decrease of
I at T, for the pure compound is clear. However, in the
experimental analysis one is bothered by the fact that the
line shape deviates substantially from the Lorentzian ap-
proximation when I goes through its maximum value, and
one has the additional complication of four different values
of aoL, , differing approximately by one order of magnitude.
Another problem is the applicability of the classical SG
model to strongly anisotropic Ising systems, since the wall

width d, = I/ms= (J/D)' i2 becom-es very small compared to
the lattice parameter. Then the continuum approximation
loses its validity and the wall can be better approximated by
a step function.

In addition to extracting I from the observed spectra and
comparing these with S~~(k, co&.), we thus take a different.
approach and analyze our spectra in terms of the relaxation
model of Blurne and Tjon. ' In this stochastic model, the
magnetic hyperfine interaction is replaced by a time-
dependent hyperfine field Hhr(r)=Hof(t). Applied to our
present problem Ho is the effective hyperfine field without
fluctuations, as derived from the spectra at low tempera-
tures, and the stochastic variable f(t) is a step function
which jumps between its maximum and minimum values
+1 and —1. The average time between jumps then corre-
sponds to the flip-rate I „. In Fig. 2, the fits to the
Mossbauer data, with I"„as the only adjustable parameter,
are shown. The resulting values for I"„are plotted versus
1/T in Fig. 4. Interestingly enough, the two doped com-
pounds show the same exponential dependence within the
errors as the pure material.

Although Eq. (4) for I'„was derived for SG chains, the
exponential term remains valid in the limit of strong Ising
anisotropy. For the S = ~ ferromagnetic Ising-type chain

this can be shown by applying to the ferromagnetic case the
formalism given by Villain, ' using the Hamiltonian

M= —2 X (J,SiSi+ i+ ~xSISi+ ~+ J~SiS,+ r)

to describe the nonlinear excitations in terms of transitions
between different magnon bound states. ' It can be shown'o
that for low wall densities I"„~exp( —Eb/ks T), where
J, = (J„—J~)/J, and Eb-—2J, is the creation energy of a
magnon bound state. Thus, the same exponential term
predominates the behavior of the classical SG chain in the
continuum limit as well as the S= T discrete Ising quantum

chain. The analogy between the classical envelope solitons
and the magnon bound state has recently been discussed by
Schneider. '6

For the pure sample, 3D ordering occurs near I'„=107 Hz
and the flip-rate slows down quite rapidly because of the
progressive blocking of the wall propagation. In the doped
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FIG. 4. Electronic flip-rate vs inverse temperature for the three

FeC12py2 samples. The dashed line is a guide to the eye. The paral-

lel solid curves show the exponential dependences.
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samples, 3D ordering is forestalled, and the relaxation rate
follows the exponential law to the lowest measurable fre-
quency of the Mossbauer "window" (Fig. 4). The wall en-
ergy, given by the slope of the curve, seems to be unaffect-
ed by the doping. Evidently the "pure" sample also will

contain finite chain segments because of lattice defects,
which will typically limit the chain lengths to the order of
500-1000 lattice units. Our results, therefore, show that E,
is independent of the chain length for lengths in between
10-10 lattice units. Experimentally we find E, =60+2 K
[cf. Eq. (4)]. We may compare this energy with the value
for J,/ks from our X data, if we take the wall creation ener-

gy to be E, = Eb —-2J,. Then the Mossbauer experiments
yield J,/kg = 30 21 K, which is close enough to the suscep-
tibility result J,/ks = 25 + 2 K.

We also note the shift in the curves in both Figs. 3 and 4
in going from c =0% to c =0.94%. Since I'„=n, ~„we can
interpret this shift as a small reduction of ~, caused by the
impurities. We note that the microscopic theory of soliton
tunneling through impurities is a matter of current theoreti-
cal interest. '7 Lastly we want to emphasize the coherent
behavior that we observe in the impure chains, which con-
trasts with the diffusive solitons reported for impure TMMC
([(CH3)4N]2MnC14]. ',We believe that this is explained by
the very small wall width in our- Ising-type chains compared
to the average chain lengths (10'—10' lattice units), com-
bined with the very low wall densities (n, =10 ~—10 3 per
lattice unit).
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